Abstract The European wildcat, Felis silvestris silvestris, serves as a prominent target species for the reconnection of central European forest habitats. Monitoring of this species, however, appears difficult due to its elusive behaviour and the ease of confusion with domestic cats. Recently, evidence for multiple wildcat occurrences outside its known distribution has accumulated in several areas across Central Europe, questioning the validity of available distribution data for this species. Our aim was to assess the fine-scale distribution and genetic status of the wildcat in its central European distribution range. We compiled and analysed genetic samples from roadkills and hundreds of recent hair-trapping surveys and applied phylogenetic and genetic clustering methods to discriminate wild and domestic cats and identify population subdivision. 2220 individuals were confirmed as either wildcat (n = 1792) or domestic cat (n = 342), and the remaining 86 (3.9 %) were identified as hybrids between the two. Remarkably, genetic distinction of domestic cats, wildcats and their hybrids was only possible when taking into account the presence of two highly distinct genetic lineages of wildcats, with a suture zone in central Germany. 44 % of the individual wildcats where sampled outside the previously published distribution. Our analyses confirm a relatively continuous spatial presence of wildcats across large parts of the study area in contrast to previous analyses indicating a highly fragmented distribution. Our results suggest that wildcat conservation and management should take advantage of the higher than previously assumed dispersal potential of wildcats, which may use wildlife corridors very efficiently.
Precise knowledge of a species' current distribution forms the basis for all management actions concerning its conservation. The European Union, for instance, has listed over 1000 animal and plant species that require regular monitoring to assess population status (Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992). Unlike in many other regions, ranges of many central European species, such as large terrestrial mammals seem to be rather well known, as there is considerable public interest in their distribution and they often serve as prominent flagship species for nature conservation (Chapron et al. 2014) . Therefore, there is a particular focus on the distribution of this group to document and monitor occurrence, range size and population status (Frosch et al. 2014; Kraus et al. 2015; Simon et al. 2005) . In Germany, the European wildcat (Felis silvestris silvestris Schreber 1777) has become a primary target species for promoting large, connected and near-natural broad-leaf forests over the past years. It serves as umbrella and flagship species for endangered forest communities in largescale conservation projects with the aim to reconnect forest patches in a fragmented and heavily used central European landscape . Radio-telemetric research data from wildcats were previously used to compute habitat models for the wildcat and resistance values of the landscape were modelled using cost-distance analysis (Vogel and Mölich 2013) . In combination with the known distribution data (Birlenbach and Klar 2009) broad-leaf forest corridors were planned and will be implemented throughout Germany where known or potential wildcat habitats appear isolated by anthropogenic barriers or unsuitable habitat ). Unlike wolves, lynx and brown bears, the European wildcat was never completely eradicated from western central Europe and survived heavy persecution in several low mountain regions, e.g., the Harz Mountains, the Palatinate Forest, Hunsrück, Taunus and Eifel Mountains in Germany and the Ö sling region in Luxembourg. Since the second half of the 20th century, regional recovery of the fragmented populations and range expansion was detected, but with unclear evidence for low-density presence or even long-term persistence in many formerly occupied regions (Knapp et al. 2002; Müller-Using 1962; Piechocki 1986; Raimer 2006; Say et al. 2012 ). Next to Germany and Luxembourg, there are wildcat populations in France (Say et al. 2012) and Switzerland (Nussberger et al. 2014) , whereas for Austria, Belgium and the Netherlands only scattered evidence for wildcat persistence can be found (Dekker et al. 2015 ; Le Proux de la Rivière and Libois 2006; Slotta-Bachmayr and Friembichler 2010) .
Interestingly, precise knowledge on wildcat distribution was lacking until recently, due to its elusive nature and the fact that the species is morphologically similar to wildcoloured domestic cats (Krüger et al. 2009; Müller 2011) . As wildcats need to be monitored regularly by EU law (European Council Directive 92/43/EEC, Appendix IV), funds need to be allocated for this purpose. While traditional wildcat monitoring data is based on direct sightings, expert questionnaires, live trapping and roadkill collections (Birlenbach and Klar 2009; Oliveira et al. 2008; Say et al. 2012; Simon et al. 2005 ), a recent noninvasive monitoring approach using hairs collected with so-called lure stick hair traps has been established allowing for standardized large scale wildcat assessments Steyer et al. 2013) . The lure stick method enables a DNA-based distinction between wild and domestic cat, which promises to solve the long-standing difficulty of safe discrimination under field conditions and the virtual impossibility to safely identify hybrids even under the presence of fresh roadkill material or live-trapped cats (Daniels et al. 1998; Eichholzer 2010; Krüger et al. 2009 ). As hybridisation with the omnipresent domestic cat was identified as a major threat to the scattered wildcat populations in Europe (Beaumont et al. 2001; Devillard et al. 2014; Nussberger et al. 2014; O'Brien et al. 2009; Pierpaoli et al. 2003) , the safe discrimination of wild and domestic cats and their hybrids poses another major advantage of lure stick-based monitoring compared to traditional survey methods.
These advantages along with above mentioned legal monitoring requirements recently led to the rapid spread of genetic wildcat monitoring in the German-speaking countries (Hartmann et al. 2013; Kéry et al. 2011) . In Germany and Luxembourg [500 lure stick projects were initiated since 2007 (own data). These surveys were carried out by [100 different institutions, such as regional or state environmental authorities, forestry agencies, NGOs, scientific institutions, but also by interested citizens and schools and showed a broad variety of different sampling schemes in terms of inspection intervals, sampling period, and distance between lure sticks and training of staff. Only few large-scale systematic wildcat surveys (e.g. ''Wildcat Leap Project'', Friends of the Earth Germany BUND) used systematic spatial sampling grids. In contrast to this project, which comprises sampling grids across the species' distribution in Germany for three consecutive years (Vogel and Mölich 2013) , the majority of surveys were restricted to small spatial and temporal scales. In addition, we obtained genetic samples from roadkill monitoring including morphometric results and cats captured in the framework of various different telemetry studies.
Here we present a first synopsis of the ongoing largescale wildcat survey conducted between 2007 and 2013 based on over 6000 samples. We analysed hair samples in the frame of the above mentioned wildcat surveys and collected additional genetic samples from roadkills as well as samples from cats captured in the frame of telemetry studies. Our aims were to (i) describe the current distribution of wildcats in the study range solely based on genetically confirmed survey data, (ii) to reveal large-scale patterns of population structure in the species, and (iii) to obtain a first comprehensive estimate of the genetic integrity of wildcats in the study area based on extensive sampling.
To document the advantages of large scale noninvasive genetic assessment of wildlife as a prime example and in general we provide detailed information on the specificity of lure stick sampling and demonstrate the feasibility of the method by highlighting success rates of various sample sources and analyses from over 6000 samples.
Methods

Sample collection and DNA extraction
Overall, 6019 samples were collected in Germany and Luxembourg, with 97 % of the samples collected between 2007 and 2013 (Table 1) . Hair samples were collected primarily with the lure stick method Steyer et al. 2013 ) using valerian as an attractant according to the guidelines provided by Hartmann et al. (2013) . Lure sticks were predominantly placed in forest habitats and over 95 % of the samples were collected in the mating period of wildcats between December and May. Hair samples were usually stored in filter papers in plastic bags filled with silica gel to keep samples dry. However, due to the fact that samples were collected by multiple collectors in the frame of various surveys, a wide range of other collection methods were applied as well. Sample collection of roadkills was either opportunistically or systematically performed in regional and supra-regional surveys in most German federal states and Luxembourg Steeb 2015) . Morphometric analyses of carcasses were performed by experts (FM, MK, SS) and were based on morphological (e.g. intestine length, cranial volume) and partially on pelage (e.g. tail bands) characteristics following Krüger et al. (2009) and Müller (2011) . All tissue samples were stored in 96 % non-denatured ethanol, hair samples of roadkills were stored as described above. Genetic samples of captured cats, like blood, hair or saliva, were obtained as by-products of telemetry studies or routine analyses of veterinarians in compliance with the respective local and national laws. Cotton swabs with saliva were stored in plastic bags with silica, and blood samples were preserved with EDTA. No animal was sacrificed for the purposes of this study.
Isolation of DNA from hair samples was performed as described in Steyer et al. (2013) in a separate laboratory room dedicated to the pre-PCR handling of noninvasively collected samples (Taberlet et al. 1999) . Following the instructions of the manufacturer, the QIAGEN Investigator Kit (Hilden, Germany) was used for hair and saliva samples with an additional incubation step at the final elution step for 5 min. Hair samples with more than five hairs with roots (n = 4866) were eluted twice with each 40 ll of ATE buffer, samples with fewer roots were incubated twice with each 20 ll ATE (n = 482). Blood and tissue samples were processed with the QIAGEN Blood and Tissue Kit (QIAGEN) as recommended by manufactureŕs instructions. Negative controls were run alongside all extractions and PCR reactions to monitor for possible cross contamination.
Mitochondrial DNA analysis
From 5051 samples a Felis-specific part of the mitochondrial control region (110 base pairs) was sequenced with the primers LF4 (Eckert et al. 2010 ) and H16498 (Kocher et al. 1989 ) following the protocol in Steyer et al. (2013) . Lure stick samples which showed no amplification were optionally sequenced with an additional, less specific mtDNA marker with primers CanidC1 (Paxinos et al. 1997) and HCarn200 (Bidlack et al. 2007) , designed for mammal species identification. Sequences were aligned with the CLUSTALW algorithm (Thompson et al. 1994 ) in GENEIOUS 7.1.7 (Biomatters). Additionally, we included four previously published sequences (see supplementary  Table S1 ) from GenBank (Benson et al. 2015) to our dataset and created a statistical parsimony network in TCS 1.21 (Clement et al. 2000) , treating gaps as a fifth character state. Haplotype and nucleotide diversity were calculated using DNASP 5.10 (Librado and Rozas 2009).
Microsatellite genotyping and analysis
We analysed 4004 cat samples (3212 lure stick/652 roadkill/140 captured cats) with 14 microsatellite markers and a sex marker according to Hartmann et al. (2013) . We amplified microsatellites and sex marker in four multiplex reactions ) and applied a multiple tubes approach with three replicates for hair and saliva samples to account for genotyping errors due to low quality and concentration of template DNA (Navidi et al. 1992) . For 80 % of the blood samples and 90 % of the tissue samples at least two replicates were realised to check for consistency. Fragment length analysis was performed on an ABI 3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) using LIZ500 as a size standard and raw data was scored using GENE-MARKER 2.2 (SoftGenetics). Consensus genotypes for all samples and error rates for allelic drop-out and false alleles for samples with a minimum of eleven loci were calculated with a customised script in R (R Core Team 2014), based on GIMLET (Valière 2002) , accepting a heterozygote locus if it was found at least once in the replicates. Individualisation was performed using the consensus genotype in a customised R script combining genotype information of samples with all relevant information for each sample, such as sampling date, locality, haplotype information, error rates and sex. Substructure among the sampled cats was analysed using the Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented in STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) with 100,000 MCMC steps after discarding the first 10,000 steps as burn-in, under the admixture model with correlated allele frequencies. No prior information was used. A range of K = 1-21 was tested with ten independent replicates. The results of the ten replicate runs for each value of K were combined using the GREEDY algorithm of CLUMPP (Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007) . The most likely K values were selected using the Evanno method (Evanno et al. 2005) , implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and vonHoldt 2011) . Individuals were assigned to one cluster if their Q value (qi) was qi C 0.8 (Oliveira et al. 2007; Pierpaoli et al. 2003; Witzenberger and Hochkirch 2014) . Samples with qi \ 0.8 to any cluster and qi \ 0.2 to domestic cat clusters were classified as admixed wildcats, and samples with qi [ 0.2 to domestic cat clusters and qi \ 0.8 to wildcat clusters were classified as potential hybrids between wildcat and domestic cat. Cluster identification was based on morphometrically determined wild and domestic cats which were included in all analyses. Basic population genetic measures such as mean number of alleles per locus (N A ), number of private alleles (N P ), observed (H O ) and expected (H E ) heterozygosity and Wrights fixation index (F IS ) were calculated for every subpopulation based on STRUCTURE results with GENALEX 6 (Peakall and Smouse 2006) . Deviations from HardyWeinberg equilibrium (HWE) were assessed with GENA-LEX 6 (Peakall and Smouse 2006) and statistical significance at a nominal threshold of p \ 0.05 was evaluated by sequential Bonferroni correction (Holm 1979; Rice 1989) . F ST values to measure population differentiation were calculated with GENETIX 4.05 (Belkhir et al. 1996) and statistical significance between all population pairs was estimated using 1.000 permutations in ARLEQUIN (Excoffier and Lischer 2010) . For the description of population differentiation by genetic variation Factorial correspondence analysis (FCA) using GENETIX 4.05 (Belkhir et al. 1996) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using ADEGENET c Fig. 1 Distribution of cat samples and STRUCTURE results for 2220 individuals. a samples per 10 9 10 km grid cell which were genetically confirmed as Felis samples (mtDNA and/or microsatellite analysis; 619 grid cells; n = 4876), b genetic substructuring of cat samples from Germany and Luxembourg using a minimum of eleven microsatellite loci. No prior non-genetic information was used. Shown are at the top the mean likelihood L(K) and standard deviation (SD) per K value and results based on the Evanno method for estimating the number of subpopulations for 2220 cat individuals (K = 1-21) followed by the STRUCTURE plots for K = 2-5. Each bar represents a single individual, dashed lines indicate assignment threshold. The colouration corresponds to the estimated proportions of posterior probability assignments of each sample to each cluster, c displays STRUCTURE results for K = 3 (except domestic cats) with corresponding colours to b. Admixed individuals between both wildcat clusters are marked orange, whereas samples from potential hybrids of wildcat and domestic cat are displayed as pink rectangles. package (Jombart 2008) for R 2.15.3 (R Core Team 2014) were computed. Multilocus genotypes in both FCA and PCA were evaluated with available morphometric data and results from relevant STRUCTURE runs.
Wildcat distribution
For Germany (DE), the latest revision in terms of distribution was done by Birlenbach and Klar (2009) , who collected wildcat abundance data provided by local and regional experts and classified distribution in two categories: (i) persistent presence based on high abundance and reproduction evidence (18,000 km 2 ) and (ii) single detection of wildcats based on roadkills and genetic data between 1999 and 2009 (Fig. 1c) . The single detections, e.g., in the Rhine valley, the Rhön-, the Westerwald-, Kellerwald-, Burgwald-, Rothaar-Mountains and the Egge Hills indicate wildcat presence, but do not allow to draw conclusions concerning the existence of stable populations in these areas. For Luxembourg (LU), wildcat data based on observations, roadkills and genetic monitoring between 2007 and 2012 (Moes 2009; Pir et al. 2011) lead to a point distribution map (Schneider and Sowa 2014) . Results of samples analysed in this study which were included in the map from Schneider and Sowa (2014) were compared to the remaining data of the map.
For comparison of the data obtained in this study with the previously mentioned distribution maps of wildcats in DE and LU we used 10 9 10 km grids (Annoni et al. 2004) . For Luxembourg, the point data was transferred to a total of 27 grid cells, which harboured at least one observation or genetic evidence (grid cells with genetic evidence n = 18). Hence, as sampling density and frequency differed among regions and surveys, the number of samples per grid or individuals per grid only provides a hint at potential wildcat population densities.
Results
Success rates of mtDNA sequencing and general species identification
For all analysed samples the success rate of obtaining a DNA sequence with Felis-specific primers was 79 % (Table 2) . A total number of 1.6 % (n = 70) of the lure stick samples showed signs in the raw data for the presence of two or more sequences harbouring a minimum of two cat haplotypes. The markers CanidC1 and HCarn200 were used for most lure stick samples that gave no clear result with LF4 and H16498 primers (n = 897). For 72 % (n = 649) of these samples the amplification was successful. Twenty-three percent (n = 210) of the analysed samples originated from red fox (Vulpes vulpes), and the remaining samples could be assigned to 13 different mammal species (Table S2) . The mtDNA success rate increased from 67 % using a single hair from lure sticks to [85 % when applying a minimum of ten hairs, respectively (supplementary Fig. S1 ). The 3982 cat sequences displayed 29 different haplotypes (KR076400-76428): 21 already published in GenBank (Table S1 ) and eight haplotypes observed for the first time in this study.
Mitochondrial DNA diversity and phylogeography
No evidence for a clear separation between wild and domestic cats was found based on the mtDNA haplotype network (Fig. 2) . The use of alternative network software, i.e., NETWORK (Bandelt et al. 1999 ) and SPLITSTREE (Huson and Bryant 2006) lead to similar outcomes. The 29 haplotypes were compared to the microsatellite inference of the STRUCTURE K = 3 run (see below and Table S3 / Fig. S2 ). We found 12 haplotypes in 1430 individuals assigned to wildcats (SNG-HP-FS03/-04/-05/-06/-07/-09/-21/-22/-24/-40/-54/-56) with assignment rates from 88 to 100 % (mean = 97 %) and 12 haplotypes (SNG-HP-13/-16/-26/-32/-34/-36/-37/-41/-47/-48/-52/-53) in 248 individuals assigned to domestic cats with assignment rates ranging from 86 to 100 % (mean = 96 %). Four haplotypes (SNG-HP-FS12/-15/-23/-39) found in 21 individuals could not be assigned to domestic or wildcat. For one haplotype (SNG-HP-FS31) no microsatellite data could be obtained. We visually identified three groups in the network that can be mainly assigned to wildcats (a) and domestic cats (b, c) based on microsatellite results (Fig. 2) . Haplotypes FS22, FS03 and FS04 were the most common wildcat haplotypes in the dataset and based on spatial data were found across the entire sampling area, while wildcat haplotype FS05 occurs exclusively in the western sampling area, and haplotypes FS07, FS40, FS54 and FS56 only on the western side of the Rhine River. Haplotype FS06 was found only on the eastern side of the Rhine River, with a higher frequency further east. Haplotype FS23 was restricted to the Spessart Mountains, which are located in the central southern study region (Fig. S3 ). Haplotype diversity calculated based on STRUCTURE cluster assignments was 0.768 ± 0.005 for wildcats, 0.824 ± 0.004 for domestic cats and 0.837 ± 0.003 within the entire dataset. Consensus sequences grouping wildcat and domestic cat haplotypes based on STRUCTURE K = 3 showed seven fixed nucleotide differences (Fig. S5) .
Microsatellite genotyping success and individual recapture
Ninety-six percent of roadkill samples showed a minimum of eleven successfully genotyped loci, for captured cats 95 % and for lure stick samples 85 %, respectively (Table 3) . Highest genotyping success of lure stick samples was achieved with [20 hairs per extract (89 %; Fig. S4 ). We excluded 46 lure stick samples which showed more than two alleles at minimally two loci, indicative of mixed DNA traces from two or more individuals. The false allele rate was generally low, and the allelic drop-out rate (ADO) was highest in lure stick samples (23 %; Table 3 ). In total, 3471 samples achieved the quality criteria and were used for downstream analyses. Individualisation of samples revealed 2220 individual cats (786 females, 1398 males and 36 animals with unknown sex), 88 from Luxembourg and 2132 from Germany. The majority of the individuals sampled with lure sticks (n = 1467) were detected only once (69 %); 14 % of the individuals were sampled twice, while one male wildcat was resampled 27 times (Table S4 ). Most resampled individuals were detected again within the first sampling period (80 %) and 15 % 1 year later in the next mating period from December to May. The maximum time span between first and last detection was 1449 days. Nine individuals (seven males and two females) detected by lure sticks were rediscovered as roadkill, with a maximum time span of 1278 days (Tables S4/S5 ). The mean distance between two detections of the same individual was 3 km. However, most detections were actually closer, with a long tail of the distribution extending to a maximum of 45 km (median = 1.6 km, Q1 = 0.5 km, Q3 = 3.3 km).
The sex marker failed to amplify in 1.5 % of the 3471 samples, with lowest amplification rate in hair samples (98 % amplification success). The sex ratio between different kinds of sample origin was similar: for samples from lure stick (33 % females), roadkill (35 % females) and capture (38 % females).
Broad-scale genetic structure and differentiation between wild and domestic cats STRUCTURE analysis with 2220 cat individuals indicated that the most likely number of genetic clusters is K = 3, with a lower support for K = 2 and K = 3 (Fig. 1b) . The subdivision of the dataset in two clusters showed 594 individuals with intermediate assignments to both clusters ( Fig. 1b ; Table 4 ). The division into three clusters showed one cluster containing 43 of the 46 morphometrically determined domestic cats and two clusters comprising 247 of the 258 wildcat reference samples ( Fig. 1b; Table 4 ). The two wildcat clusters were largely consistent with a geographic division into a western group (wc_west, n = 838) with samples mostly deriving from areas west of the Rhine river and the Taunus Mountains and a central German group (wc_central, n = 857, Fig. 1c ). In total, 92 % of all individuals could be clearly assigned to one of the three clusters with mean individual assignment probabilities Table S1 in electronic supplementary material for accession numbers). For haplotype FS31 no microsatellite data could be obtained. Group A can mainly be assigned to wildcats, group B and C mainly to domestic cats, based on microsatellite analysis using STRUCTURE and K = 3 (n = 2220) Conserv Genet (2016) 17:1183-1199 1189 within each cluster of qi mean = 0.97 (dc and wc_central) and qi mean = 0.96 (wc_west). Ninety-seven individuals were assigned with intermediate probabilities of qi \ 0.8 to both wildcat clusters jointly (wc_admixed, 4.4 %), and 86 individuals (3.9 %) were identified as potential hybrids of domestic cat and wildcat (cross table for all STRUCTURE runs see Table S6 ). Mean number of alleles per locus across all loci was 11.2 for wildcat cluster west, 9.6 for wildcat cluster central (based on K = 3) and 12.1 for the domestic cats. Most loci were not in HWE (dc: 10 of 14; wc_west: 14 of 14; wc_-central: 9 of 14) and F IS values were positive in all three populations, ranging from 0.08-0.12 (Table 4 and  Table S7 ).The domestic cat cluster contained 13 private alleles, the wc_central cluster two and the wc_west cluster eight private alleles, and the combination of both wildcat clusters three additional private alleles (Table S8 ). All F ST calculations for all population subdivisions were highly significant (Table S9 ) and for K = 3 highest differentiation was found between domestic cats and wildcat individuals from the central German cluster (F ST = 0.17), and less differentiation between domestic cats and wildcats from the western cluster (F ST = 0.09) and between the two wildcat clusters (F ST = 0.08). Table 3 Microsatellite genotyping success (C11 amplified loci) for different sample types (n total = 4004; n hair = 3338; n blood = 78; n tissue = 584; n saliva = 4) and allelic drop-out and false allele rates (n total = 3471; n hair = 2825; n blood = 67; n tissue = 575; n saliva = 4) To test for further substructuring of the two obtained wildcat clusters, we split the dataset according to the STRUCTURE K = 3 results and performed additional STRUCTURE runs for K = 1-11 using a dataset comprising only wildcats that could be either assigned to the western or central cluster with a qi C 0.8. The additional STRUC-TURE runs for the reduced datasets (data not shown) confirmed the split of the western cluster in two separate clusters and the central cluster in two clusters, as obtained for the full dataset using K = 5. For K = 5 using the full dataset with 2220 individuals, a total of 568 individuals could not be assigned to any cluster (Table 4 ). The domestic cat cluster contained 320 individuals, which clustered in the domestic cat cluster for K = 3, too. In the K = 5 run both the western and central wildcat population were subdivided ( Fig. 1d ; Table S6 ). While subdivision of the western population followed the Rhine river, the central wildcat cluster was subdivided into cluster C with most genotypes originating from the area between the rivers Leine and Weser in the northernmost part of the specieś distribution, whereas wildcat cluster D comprises samples from across remaining central population (Fig. 1d) . Compared to K = 3, more loci per population were in HWE and showed lower F IS values. Among all four wildcat clusters, cluster A contained six private alleles, whereas cluster B contained two and cluster C one, respectively (Table S8) . Genetic differentiation between the four wildcat clusters were all highly significant, showing highest differentiation for cluster C versus cluster A (F ST = 0.12) and cluster B (F ST = 0.12), and lowest differentiation between cluster A and B (F ST = 0.06) and cluster C and D (F ST = 0.06).
An FCA was performed with 2218 multilocus genotypes (two individuals were removed as outliers) with the two axes explaining 6.82 % of the total genetic variability. The analysis showed three groups ( Fig. S6) : one group contained the morphometrically determined domestic cats, whereas the other two groups comprise the morphometrically determined wildcats. All but one potential hybrids based on morphometrics were grouped as intermediates between the domestic and wildcat groups. Individual assignments for the STRUCTURE results, for K = 3, i.e., the domestic cat group and the two wildcat groups were concordant to the domestic, west and central wildcat clusters, which were separated well. The western wildcat cluster showed a closer proximity to the domestic cat group than the central wildcat cluster. A clear separation of the wildcat cluster A and B from the STRUCTURE K = 5 run, but not for Clusters C and D could be identified. Same patterns as described for the FCA were observed for the PCA (Fig. S6) .
Geographic pattern and distribution of wildcat detections
A total of 619 grid cells harboured genetic evidence of Felis samples according to mtDNA and/or microsatellite analyses (DE n = 606, LU n = 14, Fig. 1a) . Based on the microsatellite results for K = 3 including both wildcat clusters and the admixed individuals between both clusters, 453 grid cells harboured at least one wildcat individual (DE = 440; LU = 14), with 278 grid cells comprising at least two individuals (45 %; DE = 269; LU = 10; Fig. 3 ; Table S10 ). The highest number of wildcat individuals per grid cell was obtained in the Taunus low mountain range (58 individuals/grid) and in the Harz Mountains (33 individuals/grid). In Germany, 784 (45 %, Fig. 1c ) wildcat individuals were collected outside of the previously assumed persistent presence area when sampling location was compared to the map of Birlenbach and Klar (2009) . In Luxembourg, the highest number of wildcats was detected in the northern district of Luxembourg with 22 wildcat individuals per grid. In four additonal cells, compared to the remaining data of the distribution map from Schneider and Sowa (2014) , genetic wildcat evidence could be confirmed. In two out of the four additional grid cells observations based on phenotpye had been previously made.
Discussion
Large-scale continuous genetic wildcat assessment
The main aim of this study was to provide an up-to-date assessment of wildcat distribution by means of a large scale genetic survey, providing a solid basis for the ongoing plans to reconnect forest patches in Germany. We are unaware of similar projects or sampling strategies resulting in such sampling densities across large areas for rare, elusive species such as the European wildcat.
The most interesting outcome of this study is the high number of wildcat detections and the relatively continuous spatial presence of the species in parts of the study region, which is in marked contrast to the distribution map published in 2009 (Birlenbach and Klar 2009) . Obtaining the results of this study was only possible through the involvement of more than 100 project partners and thousands of local volunteers involved in a variety of local lure stick trapping and roadkill monitoring projects. Although genetics is not a cheap task to do, genetic monitoring of rare, elusive carnivores is in many circumstances cheaper than traditional methods that require more intensive fieldwork (de Groot et al. 2016) . When comparing our data to the area described by Birlenbach and Klar (2009) it has to be considered that the latter summarised hard distribution data based on viable populations including reproduction evidence available to this date, whereas anecdotal evidence, such as unconfirmed sightings or single roadkill data was not considered sufficient for an area to be included as wildcat range. In many regions defined as areas with no persistent wildcat presence there was substantial evidence for wildcat occurrence, such as the Westerwald-, the Kellerwald-, Burgwald-and Rhön-Mountains or the Egge Hills (Birlenbach and Klar 2009; Liebelt 2008 
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13. Fig. 3 Number of detected wildcat individuals (based on STRUCTURE with K = 3, assigned to one of each or both wildcat clusters with qi C 0.8) in each grid cell (n = 619) et al. 2010). Our results now confirm the assumed or unclear presence of the species in these and further regions and the sex ratio of individuals sampled outside the previous known range (60 % males, 39 % females, 1 % unknown sex) indicates that this observed pattern is not due to male dispersal only. However, some previously unrecognised wildcat occurrences were detected in this study, such as in the Kottenforst (Hörstermann 2012) or the Arnsberg Forest (Kämpfer et al. 2014 ). Our approach did not allow to standardise or randomise sampling across space and time, potentially leading to regional and temporal bias. The high density patches in northern Luxembourg and in the Harz and Taunus Mountains in Germany, for instance, were sampled intensively over the last years, providing only a hint at potential wildcat population densities. For sound population size estimation of wildcat populations using the lure stick method, systematic sampling approaches using grid cells and standardized sampling is crucial. Some habitats and southern regions, for instance, where not considered or only fragmentarily sampled in this study. As an example, recent studies also showed wildcat presence in cultural landscapes with good coverage like hedgerows (Götz 2015; Jerosch and Götz 2015; Simon et al. 2015) and wildcats have been recently detected in several regions across southern Germany (Bavaria: Friedrich 2014; Baden-Würt-temberg: Streif et al. 2012 ). Thus, our study likely underestimates the current distribution of the species.
This study raises the question if the multitude of new wildcat detections is due to recent range expansions or the fact that lure stick-based genetic analyses led to a previously unreached monitoring intensity. It seems at least plausible that wildcat presence has been overlooked in several regions with very low wildcat densities . Traditional wildcat monitoring is usually strongly based on roadkill surveys (Lang et al. 2006) , which requires the awareness of local hunters, conservationists and/or road maintenance staff of the possibility of wildcat presence. Due to the rarity of roadkill findings in low-density areas and the ease of confusion with the omnipresent domestic cat, detection of wildcat presence may be regionally hampered over long time frames. To our experience, however, the initial starting-point for intensive local wildcat assessment is the finding of a putative wildcat roadkill, confirmed by genetic analysis, like in the German federal states Baden-Württemberg, Saxony or the Kellerwald-Edersee National Park (Herdtfelder et al. 2007; Stefen 2011; Steyer et al. 2013 ). In addition, extensive information campaigns led by the BUND increased the general public awareness for the wildcat as a flagship species for the ongoing plans of creating a biotope network (Vogel and Mölich 2013) . As a benefit, numerous local lure stick surveys based on citizen science were started in the last years in areas outside the previously known wildcat distribution.
An alternative explanation to the above-discussed lack of sufficiently hard evidence for the species presence is a rapid ongoing range expansion within just a few years. In the Westerwald Mountains, which are located in the western sampling area, Schiefenhövel and Klar (2009) estimated an average speed of range expansion of 800 m/ year. In the northern sampling area, range expansion of wildcats was documented since the 1960s, where roadkills and observations gave first evidence of an expansion trend (Pott-Dorfer and Raimer 2004). For the north-western sampling area, first evidence of range expansion was documented in the 1990s in the Kellerwald Mountains (Simon and Hupe 2008) , and for the Burgwald and Rothaar Mountains around the year 2000 (Dietz et al. 2015; Simon et al. 2010) . Given this evidence, range expansion might have contributed to the observed pattern, but a combination of range expansion and the difficulty to monitor the species in recently established low-density areas appears as the most plausible explanation here. To answer this complex question additional fine-scale analyses of genetic population structure (Bertorelle et al. 2010; Hartmann et al. 2013; Nater et al. 2015) based on the material and genotype data collected in the frame of this study will be the focus of future work.
Evaluation of technical aspects
The plethora of samples used in this study was not collected by scientists or professional wildlife experts, and many collectors had no previous experience with collecting genetic material. For future lure stick surveys on local and regional scales, a standardised protocol which specifies rules for lure stick placement, study period, inspection intervals and distance between hair traps will allow to compare trapping success rates between different studies and regions. Currently, attempts for such a standardisation on national (Federal Agency for Nature Conservation Germany, BfN) and international scale (EUROWILDCAT consortium) are ongoing. However, the simplicity of the lure stick trapping protocol likely contributed to the high success rates of the genetic analyses which was in the range of previous noninvasive genetic wildcat monitoring studies (Hartmann et al. 2013; Steyer et al. 2013) .
The allelic drop-out rate for noninvasive collected samples (ADO mean = 23 %) was slightly higher than reported in other studies (Broquet et al. 2007; Hartmann et al. 2013 ), while higher rates can be found in several genetic studies based on noninvasive samples (Anile et al. 2014: 25%; Frantz et al. 2003: 27%) . These error rates were likely due to detrimental environmental conditions for hairs at the lure sticks, such as UV radiation and humidity, negatively affecting DNA quality (Lindahl 1993) . Smith and Wang (2014) analysed the effects of sample size and genotyping errors and demonstrated that there was no substantial change in the mean estimates of genetic variation, differentiation and STRUCTURE results in the largest sample set with 100 individuals, even for higher ADO rates than observed in this study. Nevertheless, we are aware of the problems that can be caused by high ADO/FA rates in further downstream analysis, such as overestimation of population size (Lampa et al. 2013) .
Genetic diversity and substructure within wildcats
We obtained a clear distinction of wildcats and domestic cats based on STRUCTURE and the FCA/PCA analyses. Wildcats were subdivided into a western and a central cluster and showed a level of genetic diversity which was in the range of previous studies on wildcats in Germany (Eckert et al., 2010) and France (Say et al. 2012 ), which does not indicate strong inbreeding or severe recent bottlenecks due to human impact, like deforestation and fragmentation of suitable habitat. The deviations from HWE in our study are likely due to the Wahlund effect (Wahlund 1928) , caused by an underlying subtle substructure over large distances. In several regional studies no significant deviations from HWE could be observed (Hartmann et al. 2013; Würstlin 2013) . The western lineage harboured higher heterozygosity levels than the central one, as well as more private microsatellite alleles and haplotypes, which can be explained by possible gene flow with adjacent wildcat populations in France and Belgium, like Hille and Pelz (2000) and Pierpaoli et al. (2003) suggested. In contrast, the central lineage is at the northeastern distribution edge and does not seem to be demographically connected to eastern European wildcat populations ), which might explain the apparently lower grade of genetic diversity. We assume that the high proportion of private alleles and haplotypes observed in the western population are the result of an increased historic effective population size compared to the central population.
The contact zone of the central and western wildcat clusters was observed for the first time in this study and is located in the Rothaar-and Westerwald Mountains. The expansion of both lineages towards each other and the resulting ongoing reunification must be a recent process (Dietz et al. 2015; Simon and Hupe 2008) , because we observe a clear assignment of individuals to one of the two wildcat lineages and only a few admixed wildcats between the two populations. Also the low frequency of private haplotypes of both lineages in the suture zone indicates the recent reunification and confirms the higher dispersal rate of male wildcats. The differentiation between the two wildcat clusters obtained in this study is lower than the reported F ST values by Eckert et al. (2010) , whereas our sampling is representative of the whole continuous distribution range, and we therefore believe that Eckert et al.'s F ST value is likely over-estimating genetic differentiation due to incomplete sampling (Schwartz and McKelvey 2009) . Compared to other European wildcat populations, our observed F ST value is higher than the observed genetic differentiation of two bottlenecked wildcat populations in France (Say et al. 2012 ), but in the same range of two Italian populations, which showed a divergence time similar to the end of the Last Glacial Maximum (Mattucci et al. 2013 ). Transferred to our study, the central and western lineage might therefore display the recolonisation from different refugia: the central lineage from the Carpathian/ Alpine region, whereas for the western lineage the Iberian Peninsula is the most likely refugia (Sommer and Nadachowski 2006) . A detailed analysis combining European wildcat samples from the whole distribution range performed by Mattucci et al. (2016) showed that the European wildcat populations are subdivided into five main biogeographic groups, revealing also the split in two central European populations, with divergence times from the Late Pleistocene. Future studies incorporating samples from all possible refugia have to focus on the hypothesis if the central and western lineage obtained in this study are based on recolonisation from different refugia.
The subdivision of German wildcats into a central cluster and a western cluster was already indicated in three previous studies using much smaller numbers of samples and a non-continuous sampling, which was solely based on carcasses as source for genetic material Mattucci et al. 2016; Pierpaoli et al. 2003 ). In contrast to these studies, our study revealed an underlying substructure within the two major clades. Not unexpected, the western clade is divided into two distinct subpopulations by the Rhine River valley. The observed values of genetic differentiation (F ST = 0.06) are similar to that obtained by Hartmann et al. (2013) with the identical genetic marker set (F ST = 0.05). The Rhine valley poses a major barrier to wildcat dispersal, as it combines a large stream as well as dense riparian construction density as well as major traffic infrastructure, such as railways and highways. The subdivision of the central wildcat cluster was not as clear as for the western wildcat cluster and the high number of intermediate individuals, which could not be assigned to one of the two central clusters C and D indicate an underlying cryptic population substructure which might be the result of isolation-by-distance.
The combination of mitochondrial and microsatellite data allowed us to identify haplotypes belonging to one of the three groups (domestic vs. wildcat vs. hybrid) with high assignment probability. The proportion of hybrid individuals detected by microsatellites carrying a wildcat haplotype was quite constant, except for haplotype FS23 (KR076412). It was found only in a small geographic range in the Spessart low mountain range, where over 400 wildcats have been released between 1984 and 2011 (Worel 2009 ). The released individuals came from a largescale wildcat breeding program with animals captured in eastern parts of Europe (Worel 2009 ), which explains both the private haplotype found in that region and the high proportion of not clearly assigned individuals. The fact that haplotype FS23 was not found anywhere else in the study region suggests that this extensive local reintroduction, while being locally effective, did not have large-scale effects within the study region.
Estimation of genetic integrity
The European wildcat is one of five existing subspecies of wildcats and population trends are decreasing mainly due to habitat fragmentation and hybridisation with domestic cats (Driscoll et al. 2011; Yamaguchi et al. 2015) . Based on molecular data, domestic cats derived from Near Eastern wildcats (Felis s. lybica) and were introduced to Europe around 2000 years ago (Driscoll et al. 2007; Faure and Kitchener 2009 ). In the past years, different rates of introgression from domestic cat alleles in the European wildcat genepool were reported, ranging from low (Mattucci et al. 2013; Oliveira et al. 2007 ) to extremely high rates of domestic cat introgression resulting in the local presence of hybrid swarms and the genetic extinction of regional populations (Beaumont et al. 2001; Pierpaoli et al. 2003) . Nevertheless, applied marker systems as well as the number of analysed samples show a great variety among studies concerning hybridisation and this should be kept in mind when comparing hybridisation rates in different regions.
The high conformity of genetic results, which were conducted without any a priori information regarding their potential species identity, compared to the morphometrically analysed cats showed that the marker system used in this study is precise in terms of delimitation between wild and domestic cats. None of the pre-classified domestic cats, which were morphometrically determined, were genetically assigned as a wildcat and vice versa. The hybridisation rate between domestic cats and wildcats was 3.9 % for the entire dataset using a K = 3 and compared to other studies, which used different marker sets and thresholds our results indicate that the study region suffers one of the lowest hybridisation rates in Europe (Lecis et al. 2006; Nussberger et al. 2014; Oliveira et al. 2007; Pastor 2012; Say et al. 2012) . In contrast to our results, Hertwig et al. (2009) reported hybridisation rates of 42.9 % in the western German wildcat samples and 4.2 % in samples from central Germany, based on admixture analysis comparable to ours and a K = 2. The strong disagreement between the hybridisation rate estimates of the two studies can be explained by the underlying substructuring into a central and a western wildcat lineage that Hertwig et al. (2009) did not take into account. When using a setting of K = 2 in our admixture analysis we obtained misleading results: 60 % of the samples clearly assigned to the western wildcat cluster in K = 3 exhibited dc/wc hybrid signals and 17 % of west wildcats were assigned to the domestic cat cluster. Even morphometrically predetermined wildcats from the western sampling area were wrongly assigned in K = 2 as hybrids between domestic cat and wildcat (n = 79), or to be pure domestic cats (n = 20). The presence of two wildcat lineages must therefore be taken into account when inferring hybridisation between wildcats and domestic cats, especially in the German wildcat populations. Due to the number of microsatellite markers used in this study and the limited power of hybrid detection beyond the F1 and F2 generation, identification of backcrosses was not possible in this study.
Future studies using recently developed SNP panels for detecting domestic cat introgression (Nussberger et al. 2013; Oliveira et al. 2015) will provide more details about the direction of hybridisation and the amount of first and second generation backcrosses. Considering this, we cannot precisely answer if the relatively high number of hybrid individuals found at the western-most range of our sampling area are true hybrids or might be caused by an underlying population substructure with more westerly wildcat populations. Using a reference set of French and Belgian wildcats and/or the use of newly developed single nucleotide polymorphism markers need to clarify this issue in future studies.
Conservation implication
The reconnection of formerly isolated forest patches using the wildcat as a target species is one of the most prominent large-scale conservation projects in central Europe. The data obtained from years of genetic analyses has already altered official distribution maps of the species (BfN 2013) and the novel range information as well as genetic substructure data can now be added in corridor planning and habitat models. The ongoing natural admixture of the obtained western and central population may be accelerated through the implementation of effective corridors. Based on the low hybridisation rate observed across the study region, corridors will not lead to a loss of genetic integrity by connecting local wildcat populations with vast differences in introgression rates. This low hybridisation also verifies the use of mitochondrial haplotypes to discriminate wild and domestic cats providing a cost-effective rapid tool for detecting wildcat presence. We show that the overarching genetic analysis of noninvasively collected samples across multiple studies and involving as many as possible sources of samples is a feasible way to provide detailed insights into the distribution of an elusive species. As most wildcat studies and conservation action plans are designed and conducted on a regional scale there is a lack of ongoing exchange of information on a central scale for planning conservation projects. The collected genotype data from [ 1700 wildcat individuals obtained in this study are currently implemented into a web-based genotype database (https://wildkatzendatenbank.de) with the aim to provide wildlife managers, stakeholders and scientists information concerning local wildcat distribution and hybridisation rates. This implementation of a genetic database ultimately allows for the integration of genetic data into conservation practise, exceeding the current use as a tool for species monitoring in wildlife conservation.
